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                                    TECHNICAL RIDER 
[Concerts with Daniel Rodriguez and Student Participation] 

revised: June 4, 2015 

 

1. Drum Platform    One (1) 8’x 8’, 16”- 24” high, skirted, with rug/carpet.  Platform should be center 
stage with the front edge 16’ feet back from edge of stage (see Stage Diagram). 

2. Music stands   Seven (7) black, Manhasset style stands (in addition to stands for the students). 

3. Direct access to house from stage   Either steps or ramp, preferably on stage left and right. 

4. Tables     

 Two tables in wings offstage (for DB cases and equipment).  

 One or two tables in the lobby to be used for merchandise sales.  (More information on 
merchandise in Item 11). 

5. Additional Platforms, Risers, Stands, Chairs, Percussion Equipment See following 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION ADDENDUM if students are participating in performance. 

6. Dressing Rooms   Three (3) rooms (one room for 5 people, and two rooms for one person each) 
containing chairs, counter space, mirrors and place to hang clothes. Restroom facilities are also 
required. If restrooms are outside the dressing rooms, they must be reserved for Dallas Brass only 
- not to be used by the public or students. Signs indicating “DALLAS BRASS” need to be placed 
on dressing room and restroom doors. 

7. Sound  Dallas Brass is essentially acoustic with an emcee that is mic’d.  ARTIST will supply one 

Wireless Receiver, and a corresponding Wireless Lapel Microphone to be patched into the venue 

audio system.  The VENUE will supply an audio engineer to operate the sound board during sound 

check and during the show.  In particularly large halls (2500 or greater, or wide outdoor 

amphitheaters), four (4) or six (6) condenser mics on tall boom stands can be used for ambient 

amplification. 

The following is needed for ALL concerts: 
A. House Speakers – If house sound comes from a cluster above the stage, it is 

requested that a fill is added with additional speakers on stage. 

B. Microphones - The following mics need to be provided: 

 One (1) high quality vocal mic with stand. 

 One (1) mic by light board for introductions 

NOTE: Dallas Brass travels with a wireless microphone for concert narration. 

C. CD Player – for playback of pre-concert and intermission music. Dallas Brass will 
provide CD. 

D. Four (4) Monitors – 2 monitors placed down stage center, split evenly.  2 monitors 
placed behind proscenium wall up stage right and up stage left. 

 Monitor feed: Talk mic (emcee) and solo (vocal) mic. 

E. Sound Crew -  All sound should be ready to use upon arrival of Dallas Brass, as it will 
be used for daytime clinics and rehearsals. The venue is required to provide an audio 
engineer who should be there for sound check at the agreed-upon time. 
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8.  Lighting - Dallas Brass will utilize the house lighting system. The Dallas Brass Production 
Manager will operate the light board. 

All lights should be hung, gelled and focused prior to Dallas Brass arrival. Final focusing 
will take place with Dallas Brass Production Manager. 

 

A. Light Crew – A light technician (1) should be available for light tech at the agreed-
upon time. 

 

LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS:  
 

 Front wash of 16’ deep and 24’ wide, preferably comprised of a warm wash and a cool 
wash. R33 (or similar) would be preferred for the warms. R60 (or similar) would be 
preferred for the cools. 

 Down wash of 16’ deep and 24’ wide, preferably a mix of no-color, reds, and blues. 

 A down center special front light (10’-12’ diameter) centered at the front edge of the 
stage. 

 An up center special front light and down light focused on the drum platform. 

 If student participation is involved, a full stage wash (front and down lighting) would be 
appreciated. 

 If instruments and time allow, there are a few other specials that ARTIST would like to 
focus on the day of the performance. 

 If the tech contact can have these washes and specials focused and labeled, 
ARTIST’S tech contact will save onto an empty sub master page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Projection Screen 

 ARTIST requires a video screen or light colored cyclorama (cyc) that images can be 
projected onto. 

 Where possible, the screen should be hung or free standing upstage.  If the location of 
the video screen is not upstage, Artist may not be able to work with it.  Please discuss 
the placement of the video screen upon initial tech contact. 

 Video screen must be large enough to be visible from the entire audience 

10. Projector 

 ARTIST will use the venue’s projector.  Projector must be an appropriate number of 
lumens for the size and distance of the screen.  Projector can be placed discriminately 
on the stage, overhead or rear projected 

 A VGA,HDMI, or USB connection to the projector must be available where ARTIST will 
connect the video source material.  

 

11. Shell - Generally, a band shell is only used in gymnasiums. 

12. Additional Crew 

F. Load-In/Load-Out - At least one (1) stagehand to assist with Dallas Brass load-in upon 
arrival and load-out after concert. Other assistance may be needed if daytime sessions 
are in different locations. 

Important Note:  The Dallas Brass show is adaptable when it comes to lighting.  If the 
appropriate equipment is “in house” to accommodate the following additional lighting requests, 
Dallas Brass will utilize.  However, we do not expect the Presenter to incur any additional 
costs to obtain extra lighting equipment. 
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G. Stage Hands & Techs During Performance 

Light Tech and Sound Tech available for performance. Dallas Brass production 
manager will operate the light board. 

 

 
11. Merchandise  One or two tables in lobby to sell Dallas Brass and Daniel Rodriguez merchandise 

(CDs, T-shirts, etc.), as well as one or two salespersons. Sales will occur primarily at intermission 
and after the performance. Pre-concert sales occur on occasion. 

 

OTHER ITEMS 

12. Drum Set - Generally, Dallas Brass travels with a full drum kit. In certain cases, and particularly 
for clinics held away from the primary performance venue, a drum set will be required. Once it is 
determined that a drum set is needed, drum specs will be sent. 

13. Photography - The schools are welcome to have a photographer on hand to shoot pictures 
throughout the day. These can be used in a variety of ways, including WEB sites, other PR needs, 
school newspapers, yearbooks, and souvenirs for students. Dallas Brass would also be interested 
in obtaining select shots to incorporate onto the Dallas Brass website. 

 

Audio and video recording is only allowed during 
the pieces in which the students are playing. 

 

 

 

Thank you for helping us make your event the best it can be! 

 

 

If you have any questions please call the Dallas Brass Production Manager: 

Wes Bullock — (301) 704-8897 or Wes@DallasBrass.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Please have stage preset before arrival of Dallas Brass: 

 drum riser/rug 

 sound system 

 stands for Dallas Brass 

 stands/chairs for students 

 choral risers 

 lights 


